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Sweater weather means spending more time
inside, but there are still plenty of ways to inspire
imagination. These three crafts provide hands-on
exploration of winter themes while engaging
the senses. Table-top crafts are more than two-
dimensional activities; kids use fine motor skills
to pick up and place pieces, spatial relationships
to figure out where things go, and creativity
when designing multi-media pictures.

Shaving Cream Snowmen are made by mixing
shaving cream and glue to create “snow paint,”
which dries puffy like snow. Kids listen to the
shaving cream being sprayed, smell its scent, see
its color, and, of course, touch the thick and
goopy mixture. They can spread the snow paint
with brushes, spoons, sponges, or their hands.

Craft Sticks Bear-in-Den combines puffy, soft
cotton balls with flat, smooth craft sticks for a
lesson in textures and shape recognition. Ask
young children to find other triangles and
rectangles to compare with the triangle den and
rectangular sticks. This craft is a fun introduction
to hibernation.

Transforming a Giant Box Into a Bear Cave
takes craft to another level. Before play even
begins, kids use whole-body movement while
painting. The bigger the box, the more they’ll
stretch and reach. 

Want to introduce shadows? Turn down the lights
and use the inside of the box as a stage for small
animal toys lit by a flashlight. Make a cozy cave in
which to hibernate with blankets
and pillows.

Hibernating animals eat a lot before winter since
most won’t eat until they wake up again.
Hibernators survive by curling up in safe places,
slowing heart rates and breathing, and lowering
body temperatures. “Animals that are true
hibernators include rodents like chipmunks, deer
mice, woodchucks and ground squirrels. Bees,
snakes and some bats are also hibernators,” says
Chris Bachman of the National Forest Foundation.
Bears, it turns out, don’t actually hibernate. 
feed, and even give birth.



Bear Cave

Supplies:

● giant box (think washing machine size)
● box cutter or scissors
● newspapers or drop cloth
● brown paint
● paintbrushes

Steps:

1. Cut flaps off one side of the box. This will be the
entrance to the cave.
2. Place the box on newspapers or drop cloth.
3. Paint the outside of the box. Let dry.
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Craft Sticks Bear-in-Den

Supplies:

● construction paper
● marker
● scissors
● craft sticks
● cotton balls
● felt, stickers, or cut-out leaves
● white glue
● optional–hot glue gun and glue

Steps:

1. Draw a sleeping bear. Cut out.

2. Create a triangle out of craft sticks
and glue to construction paper.

3. Glue bear in the middle of the den.

4. Glue cotton balls as snow. Add
leaves.

5. Optional: secure cotton balls to
paper with hot glue for extra
adhesion.
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Shaving Cream Snowmen

Supplies:

● construction paper, various colors such
as black for eyes, orange for carrot nose,
red for mouth
● marker
● scissors
● shaving cream
● white glue
● buttons
● optional--paint brush, spoon, or
sponges

Steps:

1. Outline a snowman.

2. Cut out a hat, scarf, eyes, mouth, and
carrot nose. Set aside.

3. Mix one part shaving cream to one part
glue to create “snow paint.”

6. Using a paintbrush, spoon, sponges, or
hands, spread shaving cream/glue mixture
in snowman sections.

7. Dress the snowman and give him a face
by pressing the hat, scarf, buttons, eyes,
mouth, and nose into shaving cream.

8. Let dry.
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Sources:

--National Forest Foundation,
https://www.nationalforests.org/blog/do-
bears-really-hibernate

--National Geographic Kids,
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover
/science/general-science/10-fascinating-
facts-about-hibe
rnation/

--Britannica Kids,
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/h
ibernation/353245



The Role of Animals in Therapeutic

Interventions for Autism

The bond between humans and animals is
ancient, transcending cultures, borders, and
generations. Animals bring a sense of
companionship, love, and therapeutic benefits
to our lives. Particularly intriguing is the role
animals, including cats, play in assisting
individuals with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD). Through literature and science, we
uncover how these animals touch the lives of
those with autism.

The Science Behind the Bond

Research consistently showcases the
therapeutic value animals bring to individuals
with ASD. A comprehensive literature review by
O'Haire, M. E. in the Journal of Autism and
Developmental Disorders highlights the
positive effects of animal-assisted
interventions on those within the
spectrum. These effects range from enhancing
social interactions to promoting overall
emotional well-being by reducing stress and
anxiety.

Introducing an animal into the life of someone
with autism is a meaningful decision. A study
by Carlisle, G. K. in the Journal of Pediatric
Nursing delved into the decision-making
processes of parents with autistic children
regarding pet ownership. Findings showed
overwhelmingly that the perceived emotional
and social benefits played a significant role in
their choices.
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Feline Friends and Autism

While dogs and horses often take the limelight in
therapeutic settings, cats, with their
independent yet affectionate nature, have found
a special place in the hearts of many with autism.
Cats, in many ways, mimic the traits of those with
Asperger's Syndrome—a profile on the autism
spectrum. This observation is humorously and
heartwarmingly depicted in All Cats Have
Asperger Syndrome by Kathy Hoopmann.
Through delightful pictures, the book
underscores the quirks and qualities cats share
with those on the spectrum, offering a playful
lens through which to understand and appreciate
ASD.



In more personal accounts like Following Ezra by Tom Fields-Meyer, the
essence of pets in the lives of autistic individuals is beautifully articulated.
This narrative offers readers a deep dive into the symbiotic relationship,
shedding light on the immense comfort and understanding animals bring.

Reading to Educate and Inspire

Reading about the profound connections between animals and those with
autism educates and deeply inspires me. Organizations like Pet Partners
and Love on a Leash champion the cause, emphasizing how animals can
be therapeutic. Personal blogs and narratives shared by organizations like
NJ Autism further highlight real-life accounts of this enriching bond.

In Conclusion

As science and stories converge, the narrative remains consistent:
animals, whether they bark, neigh, or purr, have an unparalleled
ability to touch the lives of those with autism. With their
calming presence, cats stand as silent support pillars for many.
Delving into the literature on this topic broadens our understanding
and inspires a deeper appreciation of how therapy manifests in
our lives.
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